Non-invasive LC-PolScope imaging of biominerals and cell wall anisotropy changes.
The formation of defined shapes by cells is one of the challenging questions in biology. Due to the anisotropy of cell walls and of certain biominerals, the LC-PolScope represents a promising tool for tracking dynamic structural changes in vivo non-invasively and, to some extent, quantitatively. A complex three-dimensional biogenic system, the in vitro precipitation of calcium oxalate induced by cellulose stalks produced by Dictyostelium discoideum, was analyzed. Although the retardance values and orientation of the crystals with respect to the stalk were quickly and easily detected, this study raised a number of issues that were addressed in this work. The effect of the refractive index of the embedding medium was examined by taking advantage of the homogeneous size and shape distribution of kiwifruit raphides, a biologically controlled calcium oxalate biomineral and of cotton (Gossypium) seed fibers. The retardance remained consistent when embedding these samples in media with increasing refractive indices from 1.33 to 1.42 or 1.47 for sucrose or glycerol gradients, respectively. The general applicability of LC-PolScope image processing for biominerals and cell wall formation during development in vivo was demonstrated in a particular group of green algae, the Desmidiaceae. Various organization levels of the cell wall were identified, thus confirming earlier findings based on electron microscopy and immunostaining investigations. It can be concluded that LC-PolScope microscopy is an attractive tool for studying dynamic ordering of biomolecules, such as plant cell walls, when additional parameters regarding the structure, composition, and refractive indices of the specimen are available.